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96 J. STEVENS

If X is a divisor in M the bundle thus defined is equal to Om(X)\d- In
particular, if X is a central fibre in a semistable degeneration Af —* S, then

Ox(X) Ox so Öe>(X) ÖD. This gives a necessary condition for being a

central fibre.

1.8. Definition. The normal crossings surface X is d-semistable if
ÖD{X) ÖD.

A consequence is the triple point formula : let Dy Xt H Xj and denote

by (Dij)\. the self intersection of Dy on Xt and by Ty the number of triple
points on Dy. Then (cf. [P, Cor. 2.4.2])

<Pv)i+ (0^ + ^ 0.

1.9. Definition. A compact normal crossings surface is a d-semistable
K3 -surface of type III if X is d-semistable, ux Ox and each Xt is rational,
the double curves Dt c Xt are cycles of rational curves and the dual graph
triangulates S2. If the conclusions of the Minus One Theorem hold, that every
component of the double curve has self intersection —1 on either component
of X on which it lies, the surface X is said to be in (—1 )-form.

2. Tetrahedra

2.1. To realise a tetrahedron we start out with four general planes in
3-space. They do not form a d-semistable K3 -surface, but the dual graph
is a tetrahedron. To write down a degeneration with this special fibre we
just take the pencil spanned by T X0X1X2X3 and a smooth quartic. The

symmetry group of the tetrahedron (including reflections) acts if we only take

64-invariant quartics:

Q aa\ + ba\<j2 + ca\ + da\a^

where the at are the elementary symmetric functions in the four variables ;q
and a, b, c and d are constants.

To obtain a family /: X — S one has to blow up the base locus of the

pencil. This can be done in several ways. Blowing up T Q — 0 gives

a total space which is singular, with in general 24 ordinary double points

coming from the 24 intersection points of Q with the double curve of the

tetrahedron T. Arguably, this is the nicest model, and the best one can hope
for in view of the theory of minimal models of 3-folds. A smooth model is
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obtained by a suitable small resolution of the 24 singularities. The quartic
intersects each edge of the tetrahedron in four points. To get the (—l)-form
two of them have to be blown up in one face and the other two in the other
face. The central fibre then consists of four Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3.

Alternatively one can blow up the irreducible components of T — Q 0

one at a time. The advantage is that one has a projective model. However
it is not in (—l)-form and furthermore the symmetry is not preserved. To

achieve (—l)-form we have to apply modifications of type I; here we might
lose projectivity.

2.2. The tetrahedron of degree 12. We glue together four Del Pezzo
surfaces of degree 3. Take coordinates xi, x4, yi, y4 on P7. Let

{/j, k, 1} {1, 2, 3,4}. The Del Pezzo surface Xt lies in y-L jy Xk xi 0
and has an equation of the form

yjyuyi - 0,

j where Ft is a quadratic form; more specifically,

I Fi J2fiaay2c+ E f'aßyE
I ot^i a,ß^i a^i

The condition that Xt be nonsingular in the vertices of the triangle xt —

yjyicyi0 is that the coefficients f"n in f, do not vanish.
The ideal of the tetrahedron X |JI T, has 14 generators, the 4 cubic Del

Pezzo equations y/yk}'! — and 10 quadratic monomials : the six products
j XiXjand the four products x.y,. The relations among them are :

j (-V/.V/tAj - XiXk)Xj

j (2 |}
v/4, ).v; (.v/.v/l.v,

j (y/W/ - XiFj) Xi - Xffi)yjyk+ (x,x/) F,

j O'T/.n - XlFdyi- (yjykyi-yt - Ft + (xiyi) F,.
j

2.3. Proposition. The tetrahedron X is d-semistable if and only if the
four equations

Ffikkffo

are satisfied.
I

j Proof. We look at the chart y4 1. Then x4 0 and we have the
equations X[Xj, x,y/, y\y2y?> and yfyj ~ x^F^. In all points near the origin

\ yiy2y3 ^ 1 is generator of the infinitesimal normal bundle Od(X). We
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now look on the j2-axis. The equation y2y\ — X3F3 shows that the section

yiyiys ^ 1 has a pole in the zeroes of F3 restricted to the j2-axis, and

likewise in the zeroes of F\ (using the equation ^2^3 — x\F\).
This shows that the expression, given in homogeneous coordinates by

(/i22yl +/i24y2y4 +/i44yj)(/322y! ±ß%y± +/344yI)

yiyiyiy*
represents a non vanishing holomorphic section of Od(X) on the whole line

yi y3. Similar expression can be found for the other edges of the tetrahedron.
We get a global section if and only if we can find a quaternary form / of
degree 4 which restricts to a multiple of the above denominator for each line.

For each face we find from the following lemma the condition that the

12 points in the corresponding hyperplane be cut out by a quartic. We obtain
four equations, which in fact are not independent: under our assumption that
all fjj are different from 0 one can derive one equation from the remaining
three. They give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the

quaternary quartic.

2.4. LEMMA. Consider 3n points P^a with 1, Pi„ smooth points
of the triangle X1X2X3 0, lying on the side Xi 0 and given by the binary
form Bfxj^xf) — YfL=o bimxfx1^171, where (ij,k) is a cyclic permutation of
(1,2,3). These points are cut out by a ternary form of degree n if and only

if
^10^20^30 binb2nb3n •

Proof Suppose A(x1,^2,X3) f2l+m+p^naimpx\x%x% cuts out the points.
Then A(0^x2^x3) is proportional to 2?i(x2,*3), so (a0n0 • ^oo«) (b\o :b\n).
Likewise we have that (aoon-^noo) (ho-hn) and that (an00:aono)

(f>3Q : b3n). Multiplying these ratios gives the condition.

Conversely, to find A we may suppose that Z?i0 £3« 1 aono

(as no point lies at one of the vertices). We put A(0,X2,X3) #i(*2>*3),
A(xi,jc2,0) ß3(xi,x2). We also can take b20 a^n. As b\n a0o« the

condition gives now Z?2« ^30 anoo and we can set A(x1,0,^3) « B2(xi,x$).
The remaining monomials in A are divisible by x\x2X3 and do not matter.

2.5. Remark. It is not surprising that only the extremal coefficients bt0,

bin are involved, as they depend only on the product of the coordinates of
the points. Ignoring the other coefficients we rename: b^ =: bjk, b[n =: by.
The condition becomes bjkbubij — b^hufo^, which is the form used in the

proposition above.
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2.6. Infinitesimal deformations. We compute embedded deformations

modulo coordinate transformations. To this end we look at the equations as

defining the affine cone C(X) over X. We follow the standard procedure (see

e.g. [SI]): given equations f, satisfying relations Y2firij 0, we have to lift
the equations to Ft — f + ef( and the relations to RX] — rtj + r[j, satisfying

FiRij 0 (mod e2). This means that we have to find f[ such that
lies in the ideal generated by the f. Using undetermined coefficients this is

a finite dimensional problem for each degree. The deformations of C(X) in
degree 0 give embedded deformations of X in P7, while those in degree

< 0 have an interpretation in terms of extensions of X : they tell us of which
varieties I is a hyperplane section. Our main interest lies in the degree 0

deformations, but as preparation we first compute those of negative degrees.

2.7. PROPOSITION. The dimension of 7ç(z)(—2) equals 4 and we have

dimr^(x)(— 1) 16. In case X is d-semistable dim ^^(O) 22, otherwise
it is 21.

Proof Degree —2: we perturb the quadratic equations with constants
and the cubic equations with linear terms. Write xtxj + atj. The first type of
the relations (2.1) then gives atj xk — aikXj 0 G 0C(X), so aik 0. Also the

equation x/y; are not perturbed. Consider yjyuyi — xiFt + ]T afxŒ + b?y& •

The third relation gives ajxj + J2a^jb?xjy^ 0 so we conclude that all
coefficients vanish, except the af which we may choose arbitrary. The last

type of relation is then also satisfied.

Degree — 1 : consider the perturbations

x>xj+ Yl a1Xa+ yZbvy<*

In the local ring we obtain the equation

aij Xk "b ^ y bij xkya ~ aikxj ~b ^ ^ Xjya 0
OL^k OL^j

from which we get b°j0,akl}a'y 0. We now put

xiyi + Xjanx<*+ •

We find

aiixj ^ bii xjya ~ ajjxjyi 0 •

«/y

We conclude aJu 0, bJu 0 for all j -f i and finally ajj b\-. In particular
a\j is independent of j. We can use the coordinate transformation xt i-+
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to get rid of the ai -term. So the equations xtxj are not perturbed at all. This

means that xtyj is only perturbed with the term aLuXi, which can be made to
vanish by coordinate transformations in the y* -variables. As above we find that
the only allowable perturbations of the cubic equation y/y^y/ — xiFi are those

divisible by xt. As we have used all coordinate transformations, all monomials

xf, xflj can occur. This makes the dimension of Tl(— 1) into 4x4.
Degree 0: we proceed in the same way by first considering the

perturbations

XX+ X + X bfxayß+ ]T cpl + Y, dfy*y0
Multiplied with Xk this gives the following terms in the local ring :

4** + X bfxlyß+ X tfwa + X dfxky*yß
ß^k a^k a,ß^k

We conclude that all coefficients occurring here vanish. In particular akj — 0.

Using the coordinate transformations xj i—> xj — a\jXt we may suppose that all

afj vanish. We are left with

•v;.v/+X bfx>yß+X xxß+4W/ •

With the perturbations

m+X aü-+X bfxayß+ X O« + X >

a^i a^i a^i a,ß^i

where we used coordinate transformations xt i—>• xt — cluyi, xt h* Xi — duyj,
yî yi — aluXi and y, i-> y* — btyj to remove some coefficients, we now get
(using the j th Del Pezzo equation)

44+X 4X^/3+Xc^y«+ X df°-
a^i a,ßj^i

Using the explicit expression for Fj we obtain the equations

aj _ jkfh- hiß dkiaß ca- — dkffaauii ~~ aij nj > uu ijUj 3 « y// 3

_Jv/' _ jklfii jkl _ jklrkl kl riß
ij ~~ ijij ' UijJ} ' ij ijJj '

We can determine all coefficients, but because c# does not depend on j, we

get two equations for it:

4'//= 4=44".
We view these as one linear equation for the unknowns dkJ. The coefficient

matrix of the resulting linear system is
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0 fjjJk -flJJ 0 0 0

-Jf 0 flkk 0 0 0

fjl -fk 0 0 0 0

fkk 0 0 0 rkk
Jl 0

-f!1 0 0 rll
Jk 0 0

0 0 0 -fit ft 0

0 f? 0 -fjl 0 0

0 -fijj 0 0 0

0 0 0 f? 0 -ft
0 0 fjj 0 0 fjjJk

0 0 -fikk 0 fjk 0

\ 0 0 0 0 -ft ft
It has a nontrivial solution if all 6 x 6 minors vanish. Among those are

WWW
from which we obtain that the square of

fjjfkkfll rkkrllrjj
JkJl jj jj JkJl

lies in the ideal of the minors. This is one of the four conditions for

<i-semistability. There are three more equations

rjj nil riirkk _ rkkrjjrllrii
Jk jj JI Ji Jj JI Ji Jk

in the reduction of the ideal of minors, which do not give new conditions if
the f/j ffe 0, as

j riirkk/ fjjfkkfll fkkfllfjj\ rkk rjj / riirkk rll fUfiifkk\
I JI Ji yJk Jl Jj Jj JkJl / ' Jj JI yjl Ji Jk Ji JkJl J '

1 Under the d-semistability conditions the rank of the matrix is 5, and we obtain
j one infinitesimal deformation, where the quadratic equations are perturbed,
i Furthermore one has the perturbations of the cubic equations alone, which
I as before have to be divisible by xt. We have already used 44 coordinate

transformations. The coefficient of xtyayß can be made to vanish with a

transformation of the type y7 i—i y1 — exi. So we have 28 coefficients left
j and the diagonal coordinate transformations, giving dimension 21.

j The computations in negative degree show that the tetrahedron X is only a

j hyperplane section of threefolds with two-dimensional singular locus, obtained
i by gluing together four cubic threefolds.
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2.8. We want to describe an explicit deformation in the <i-semistable

case. We use the coordinate transformation xt (ff /f^)xt, / 1, 2, 3,
which gives ffff//-44 as coefficient of yj in the new F*. The d-semistability
conditions yield that the new coefficients satisfy ffi f-1. We will denote

them by fij. A solution to the linear equations above is then dij — dfki, with
d a new deformation variable. Furthermore we use coordinate transformations

to remove the yayg terms from the F,

We set Hi g}yj+g\yk+g\yi+hixi. With this notation we get the following
infinitesimal deformation :

XiXj + dfkiykyi - df^x^j + xjyï),

x$i + d(fa xjHj+fjixkHk +fjkxiHi+fkifkjyl

yjykyi - x^yj +fiky2k +fay?) - x-H,

+ dyi(ifikfji- fiifjk )fyy}+ (fijfki+ +

+ dfijfikfuy] + +fijfuxkHk

If we try to lift to higher order complicated formulas arise, and it is not clear

whether the computation is finite. It does stop if we restrict ourselves to the

case of tetrahedral symmetry. Then ftj does not depend on (ij), and we call
the common value / ; likewise g is the value of all g{, and h that of the ht.
We retain the notation Hi giyj -\-yk Fyd+hxt. By a coordinate transformation

Xi I—^ Xi + df2yi we simplify the expression for the first 6 equations. We write
t for the deformation parameter.

2.9. PROPOSITION. The following set of equations defines a degeneration

of K3-surfaces with special fibre a tetrahedron of degree 12 :

XiXj + tf(yk - tfHk)(yi - tfHt),

Xtfi + tfiXjHj+ xkHk + xiHi) + tf2(yj + yj + y2k+ y2),

yjykyi -ACyf + yj +yl+ yj)-•*?#;

- t2/2 (yjHkHi+ ykHjHt + + ?f3HjHkHi

The general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface lying on P1 x P1 x P1.

Proof We suppress the computation. For t 0 the cubic equations lie
in the ideal of the quadrics. We can write three independent equations

xfyi - tfHi) - Xj(yj - tfHf)
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which together with the first six define P1 x P1 x P1 : each square in the

following picture gives an equation, where we put Zi := V~tf 0H ~ tfHd-

We obtain the K3 by taking the complete intersection with the quadric

2.10. The relation with quartics. We can construct a degree 12

tetrahedron from four planes in P3 by first blowing up each plane in 6 points
and then gluing them back together. Therefore we first describe the blow up
in a way adapted to our situation.

Let two points lie on each side of the coordinate triangle in P2 with
coordinates (z\ :m:zs). We describe them by zk zj + dijZiZj + btjzj 0,
where (ijk) is a cyclic permutation of (123) (this means that we choose an
orientation on the triangle). As cubics through the six points we take the

coordinate triangle and three cubics, each consisting of a side and a quadric
passing through the remaining four points. More precisely, we take

One computes the relations

zkyj ~ bijZjyic ~ ((1 - bijbjkbki)zi - aijZj + bijbjkakizk)x0 0

By the Hilbert-Burch theorem the maximal minors of the relation matrix

give the cubics, up to a common factor 1 — ^>12^23^31 • By Lemma 2.4 this
factor vanishes exactly when the 6 points lie on a conic.

EiCw +3 + 4tf2yf)

Xq Z1Z2Z3

yt Zi(z2k - akizkZi + bk-+ byzj)) •
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Viewing the relations as holding between the Zi gives the coefficient matrix

(1 - fefefe)x0 bi2y3 - anxp bi2b23a3iXo - y2 \
fefe^i2^o - y3 (1 - fefefe)x0 yib23 - a23x0

fey2 ~ a31*0 bi2b3\a23x0 - yi (1 - bi2b23b3i)x0 /
Its determinant is the equation of the surface. After dividing by fefefe — 1

it equals

yxyiys - xo(fey2 + fey? + fey?)

- Xo(<3i2<223fey2 + ß23Ö3lfey3 + <231<3l2feyi - (ai2y3 + «23yi + «3iy2)(l + fefefe))
— Vo((l — fefefe)2 + (1 + fefefe)<2l2<223<231 + fefeö3i + fefeßl2 + fefe<223) •

This last formula also works if the 6 points lie on a conic, but then it is

easier to take the y, as product of a side and the conic through the 6 points ;

this means adding a multiple of xq to each yt. The equation then becomes

yiy2y3 - *oöÖ0 With Q(z) the conic.

Now we apply this to our tetrahedron. We choose an orientation and orient
the faces with the induced orientation. We get variables xt and yt. For the

face i we take xj ZjZkZi as before, but we multiply yj by a factor Ay- to be

determined later. So we set yj ÀijZj(zf+... We look at the line z3 zo 0,
with coordinates (z\ : z2). Via the coordinates of face 0 we get the embedding

(yi • y2) (Aoifesi : A02Z2) whereas face 3 gives (yi :y2) (A3izi : A32fez2).
The condition that the Del Pezzo surfaces are glued in the same way as the

planes yields the equations AoiA32fefe — Ao2A3i By even permutations of
(0123) we get in total six equations. They are solvable if and only if

fefefefefefefefefefefefe 1,

a condition obtained by multiplying the six equations.

The d-semistability conditions flJfkkfjl — ffkfkfi ~ 0 give for the cubic

above, using (jkl) (123) :

fe fe b20_ _
bp3 bpi bp2

A2i A32 Aj3 Aj2 A^3 A|J

Using the fact that the A
y satisfy the equations A32fe/A3i A02/(Aoife)

we see that this condition is equivalent to ^2i^32^?3 ^?2^23^3i » which is

one of the conditions that the 24 points be cut out by a quartic.
We can ask which choices of 24 points give our symmetric tetrahedron.

The condition YI % 1 limits the possibilities. In particular, if all by 1, the

six points in each face lie on a conic, giving a singular tetrahedron. If we take

the quartic Q (aa\ + ba2)2 then each element of the pencil has 12 singular
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points. We can blow them up and blow down the six conics in the faces by

embedding the pencil in P7 x P1 with the linear system of cubics in P3 with

as base points the 12 singular points. We set

L — ZjZkZl •>

yt Zi(aaj+

We obtain a symmetric tetrahedron with g — h — 0.

We get nonsingular Del Pezzo surfaces by taking all by —1, and

ay a. Then / — 1, g —a2 and h a2 + 4. The points on the side of
the tetrahedron are given by

(zf + aziZj — zj)(—Zi + ciZiZj + zj) — {~Zi + (2 + a2) Z(zj — zj).

In particular, we obtain different smoothings of the same tetrahedron, those

embedded in P7 and others where the general fibre is embeddable in P3.

They belong to different 19-dimensional hypersurfaces in the 20-dimensional

subspace of the versai deformation whose general fibre is a smooth K3 -surface.

3. Deformation theory

3.1. Let X (JX; be a normal crossings surface with normalisation
X U Xi. The components of the double locus D are Dtj Xt n Xj. The
divisor Dt := IJA> is a normal crossings divisor in Xt. We set D IIA-

j
As X is locally a hypersurface in a 3-fold Af, its cotangent cohomology

sheaves vanish for i > 2 and

0 —» Tx —> 0MU —^ nx/M —^ fx —^ 0 •

There is a canonical isomorphism 7^ Od(X) and in particular, if X is
d-semistable, then 1% ^ Od [F2, Prop. 2.3].

3.2. LEMMA. There is an exact sequence

0 —— n.Gjf (logö) — Td° — 0.

Proof. This is a local computation. The sheaf ©M(logX) of vector fields
on Mwhich preserve Z1Z2Z30 is generated by the Restricted to
a component X,-: z, 0 we get sections of ©x,(logD,j. The restrictions to
different components satisfy the obvious compatibility condition.
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